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Motivation 

• Augusto Graziani is the major representative of the 
Italian Circuitists school (and the Professor who 
introduced me to economics!) 

• The circuitist approach stresses the role of finance for 
production. Godley’s approach does the same, from 
a different point of view 

• The circuitist approach has some debated puzzles, 
that I believe can usefully be addressed with 
Godley’s methodology 

• My attempt to address some of these points (in a 
2004 Levy WP) led to mixed results, so I have 
decided to revise my early WP, with a view of paying 
a tribute to both Graziani and Godley 



Topics 

• The finance motive, and the 
endogeneity of money 

• Ex-ante and ex-post accounting 
• The role of interest payments on loans 

for closing the monetary circuit 
• The paradox of profits 



The finance motive 

• Godley stresses that the need for 
finance arises because production takes 
time 

• If production and sales could happen 
instantaneously, money would just be a 
medium of exchange, as ultimately in 
mainstream models 



The finance motive in the Circuit 

Standard assumptions of circuitists are that: 
• Production takes time 
• Wages must be paid in advance 
• Firms need to borrow to pay for the wage bill 
• It follows that the amount of money injected in 

the economy at the beginning of the 
production period equals the wage bill 

This assumption generates two puzzles: 
 How can interest on loans be paid? 
 How can firms realize monetary profits? 



The finance motive in Godley 

• Production takes time 
• Firms need to borrow to cover for the change 

in inventories 
Godley’s approach uses end-of-period 

accounting. He would not deny that firms may 
need to borrow to pay for the wage bill. But if 
all consumer goods are sold, and households 
do not save, firms will entirely recover the 
money paid out in wages, ending the period 
with no debt against the banking sector. 



A simple example of a monetary circuit 

• In this first example, we assume no investment 
• Banks give firms a loan. This means that firms open 

a deposit account with banks, which can be overdraft. 
• Until firms make payments, the value of their debt is 

zero, and the value of bank deposits is zero 
• Assume that payments are made with bank cheques, 

and that bank deposits are the only form of money. 
As soon as firms pay wages WB, the value of their 
debt becomes WB, and the value of household 
deposits becomes WB. Money has been created, and 
loans generate deposits in the same amount 

• As households buy consumption goods, firms deposit 
increase and household deposit decrease by the 
same amount 



A simple example (continued) 
• When firms pay interest to banks, the value of their deposit 

decreases, and the value of deposits of bank owners increases 
by the same amount. Interest payments are the income of 
bankers, and money does not get destroyed when interests are 
paid! 

• Income of bankers must be used somehow, for the circuit to be 
consistent. If we assume that only consumer goods are 
produced, then bankers will buy goods from firms. The value of 
firms’ deposit increases (money is destroyed) 

• What about firms profits? By setting the price appropriately, 
firms can obtain a share of consumer goods which are 
produced. Again, the logic of this simple circuit requires that 
income from profits is spent within the period. When the income 
of profit earners is spent on consumption goods, the entire initial 
loan is repaid, and money is completely destroyed 



Implications 

• A critique from circuitists of this simple 
example is that it explains profits in real 
terms, and not in monetary terms. The 
example is not describing a monetary 
economy. 

• But if we want the circuit to close in a 
single production period, why should 
anyone be interested in holding money 
at the end of the period? 



Implications #2 

• What if expectations on sales are not met? 
• This implies that households (or profit 

earners, or bank owners) do not spend their 
income entirely, and they are left with a 
positive amount of money 

• By implication, firms will have a number of 
unsold goods (change in inventories), and will 
end the production period with an outstanding 
debt 

• Graziani and Godley are reconciled 



A two sector model 
Table 3. Social Accounting Matrix – Model 2: A two sectors model 
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A two sector model 

 
 

Table 4. Flow of funds for Model 2 

 
 

Firms  
 

Households 

 
 

Banks 

 
 

Total Cons. goods Inv. goods 

Deposits +∆D -∆D 0 

Loans -∆Lc -∆Li +∆L 0 

Equities -∆Ec -∆Ei +∆Eh +∆Eb 0 

Capital +Ic +Ii +I 

Total Πc Πi Sh Πb 

 
 



 
 

 
 

The paradox of profits 

Another implication of the monetary circuit approach is the 
“paradox of profits”. Using Marx’s notation 

M – C – M’ 

If production is motivated by accumulation in monetary 
terms, where is the additional money (profits) coming 
from? 

As I understand it, monetary profits arise – in Godley’s 
approach, from price setting which distributes income 
among workers, firms, banks, and the government. 
Again, in a simple circuit which has to close within a single 
production period, profits will not take a monetary form. 



 
 

 
 

Summing up 

1. The Monetary Theory of Production stresses the role of 
finance and the endogeneity of money. Both aspects are 
also stressed in Godley’s SFC approach. 

2. Some puzzles in the MTP arise because of accounting 
inconsistency: the use of interest payments as a source 
of income is neglected. Once we close a MTP circuit 
with SFC, these inconsistencies disappear. 

3. Other apparent puzzles arise from models which have 
consistent accounting, but are logically inconsistent: the 
desire to hold (an end-of-period stock of) money is 
meaningful in a dynamic economy with uncertainty. It 
is not meaningful in a single, complete production 
period. 
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